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About This Game
Shape an empty island into a wacky ecosystem. Spirit is a simple and casual ecosystem game where you start with an empty
island. New random inhabitants will seek refuge on your island over time, both animals, plants and other elements. It's in your
power to zap them, or grant them amnesty in your world. As you give and take power from various species, they will thrive or
wither away. But take care to keep a balance of creatures, plants and minerals, or your fragile world will soon fall apart.
Adventure Mode:
Play trough 9 missions, and unlock new creatures, plants and minerals for the Free Mode.
Key Features:
* Give animals/plants/minerals energy, and their species will multiply and reproduce more over time
* Take energy from animals/plants/minerals and their species will die and/or stop reproducing
* New animals/plants/minerals occasionally appear near your island, and can be incorporated into your ecosystem
* Animals have different diets, and need food to survive
* Land randomly grows over time, creating and expanding islands
* Day/night, random weather and disasters that affect spawning and animal behaviors
* Adventure Mode gives short challenges, and unlocks new creatures, plants and minerals
* Free Mode lets you choose what objects to start with, from creatures, plants and minerals unlocked
* Animal poop
The Food Chain
At the heart of Spirit is the food chain, which you must carefully balance. An example island may start off as a simple landmass
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with bushes and a few birds. The Spirit can energize and grow the objects you desire, and the game world learns and evolves
from your actions. Creating more bushes and energizing them will grow more berries, which again supports more birds.
Energizing- and allowing the birds to multiply will create a colorful display, but tipping the balance too much will leave all the
bushes picked dry, and eventually the birds starving. As new inhabitants seek amnesty on your islands, you have to make tough
decisions as to i.e. what kind of carnivore population your handful of birds can sustain, or if you have to seek out alternate food
sources or more space first.
The objective in Free Mode is simply to create a thriving island, which under your guidance can become huge and vibrant, while
left untended will soon wither and become an empty lump of land. In Adventure Mode, each mission has a more specific
objective, with unique wacky experiences.
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Title: Spirit
Genre: Casual, Indie
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Nylund Games
Publisher:
Nylund Games
Release Date: 5 Jan, 2017

a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7
Processor: 2.4ghz i7
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: Intel HD Graphics (i7) card
Storage: 1300 MB available space
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Why are my fingers not in somebody's eye sockets right now. Why are my fingers not in somebody's eye sockets right now.
wHY aRE mY fINGERS nOT iN sOMEBODY'S eYE sOCKETS rIGHT nOW!. very nice game. When I last played it you got
about three planets\/zones to play around in, after that it asked for money. The second the tutorial was done you get pay walls all
over. It seems like the kind of thing you might enjoy from the outside but to be honest there's barely half a game here and the
rest is behind, again, paywalls. Really poor. I've played better manager sims that are free on my phone.. The worst most childish
writing I have ever experienced. Not to mention the story was actually boring couldnt get through It.
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Solid writing, good art, believable characters, and an interesting plot. The game is short, but it's also free. Definitely worth your
time.. God. I wish I commited suicide in real life.. It's fine, although expensive. This made my parents love me again. First of all
let me state that I normally leave these reviews up to people who do reviews all the time such as Feenix, but since he has decided
that he wasn't going to get the farming simulator 2015 gold expansion dlc, I would take a crack of it in written form since I don't
have my sony vegas pro anymore. So yeah, after waiting about 8 hours after the time it was supposed to be released, steam
finally released the gold expansion to it's users. Ofc after it was released i had to wait an additional 2 hours for it to download
since my mother was in the middle of her farmville ritual which bogs our net down badly. I finally got the dlc installed, then
promptly loaded it up to try out the new vehicles and map.

Let's start off with the map shall we, keep in mind that I will be comparing it to the current default maps, aka Bjornholm (a
Swedish map?) and Westbridge Hills (a American style map). Since I started playing FS2015 I usually always ended up on the
Bjornholm map because even though I would love a American style map, not being able to do my logging killed Westbridge
Hills for me. Not only that but even though I hated chasing my round bales around on both maps, the scenery on Bjornholm
made up for the little catch-a-bale mini-game I had developed per say. Now we have Sosnovka (a Russian map?), which upon
loading the map and pulling up the pda I instantly liked the map because not only does everything seem spaced out pretty nicely
but there is also plenty of logging areas while most of the fields are flat which means no more chasing bales all over the damned
place lol and of course the scenery is almost as lovely as Bjornholms (Sosnovka definitely kicks Westbridges butt by far imo!).
Another thing I noticed as I was driving around was some very nice bridges and a new AI vehicle, which happens to be one of
the only Russian vehicles I love and that is the Gaz 53 with a tipper bed on it (I actually use a mod of this regularly.) My only
gripe about the map while exploring was the signs, they're all in Russian and I have absolutely no clue what they say. Overall I
give the map a 5 out of 5 stars because I can see myself spending a lot of time on it.

Let's move onto the vehicles now. As far as the vehicles go the majority of them didn't catch my attention. Basically 3 of them
stood out to me, those are the Zetor Crystal 12045 tractor, the Tatra Phoenix 6x6 Agro-Truck and the Rostselmash Niva. Now
before I get started talking about the 3 vehicles that did stand out for me i'd like to make a quick mention of the implements that
were added, since they are pretty much exactly the same as their default 3 meter counterparts as far as operation stands there is
no real need for me to talk about those. If anything has to be said about them, I like how they look, gives me something fresh to
play with. (I'm easy to please).
The Zetor Crystal 12045 is a older style tractor that has a beefy sound to it and looks pretty nice to boot. The only downside to
the 12045 is the fact that it doesn't have a 3 point hitch on the front which means you'll be somewhat limited as to what you do
with it. I've tested all of the basic starter implements such as the 3 meter seeders\/plows\/etc and it seems to fair pretty well with
them even while being unable to attach a weight to the front (good job Giants, you have surprised me with this one). I give the
12045 a 4 out of 5 stars, I only knocked off one because I wish It had a 3 point hitch on the front of it.
The Tatra Phoenix 6x6 Agro-Truck is a welcome addition for me since I didn't like the default truck, why? Because it was
single axle and I think single axle rigs look bloody ridiculous. There isn't much of anything else I can say about this vehicle other
than I like how it looks. Other than the new model it seems like it acts exactly the same as the default truck with much less
sliding per say. I give the Phoenix 6x6 a 5 out of 5 stars because like I said, it's a welcome change and looks much better than
the Man truck.
The Rostselmash Niva is the free dlc combine that came with the pre-order and I have to say, for a starter combine this thing
looks great and sounds great. It's got a relatively similar beefy sound as the 12045 mentioned above and has about the same tank
capacity as the first New Holland that you can get. I give the Niva a 5 out of 5 stars because not only was the model well done,
but it sounds great and seems like it'd be a perfect starter combine.

Well, with all of that being said I only have two major gripes about the dlc. The first one is I wanted to make a few little changes
to the truck as well as changing the signs to english on the map, unfortunately the files are in a \u201cdlc\u201d filetype and I
have no clue how to open it nor do I dare for risk of screwing up the file. So being unable to mod it at the moment is a bit
depressing for me but i'm sure that sooner or later in the future, someone may figure out how to gain access to all of the files
and provide a tutorial for the rest of us so we can do it as well. My second gripe is that I wish they had included some baling and
forestry equipment for us to use.
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Overall the dlc gets a 4 out of 5 from me. It'd get a 5 out of 5 if it wasn't for the fact that I can't access the map files to change
all the text to English. Looks like i'll either be learning Russian until someone can get access to it or i'll add another sticky note
to my wall with translations. Shakes my head while staring at the gobs of sticky notes already on my wall. Anyways, thats the
end of the review! I appreciate everyone who took the time to read it. :). Almost put off by the reviews, but I love W40k and it's
been fun to play so far! Bought on a 50% sale and don't regret it at all.
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